
To: SeeDef
From: Your Staff (a.k.a. Rummy's Tube Dwellers)

We have taken contro! of the plane, and have diverted to the Virgin Islands.

If you ever 'ant to get back to your beloved Pentagon, you must agree to the
following non-negotiable demands (and we are not from the State Department, so
when we say non-negotiable, vc mean non-negotiable):

We want frequent flyer miles.
We want private cabins and fold out beds (but we're willing to hot bunk).
(Good griel second demand and we're already making concessions like we're
from State scratch that)

" Less diet coke, more martinis.
We want your big screen TV, more movies and the time to watch them.

° We will not report to your cabin for the pre-brief until the feature film
presentation is completed.
We each want our own dictaphone so we can send YOU snowflakes with
unreasonable deadlines!

° We want an on hoard masseuse.
° Mira wants a manicurist. Luti is thinking about it.
° No more reliteling in Shannon, We want Monte Carlo instead (it is like France

without the French).
° Mica's art purchases are henceforth covered by per diem Or Coalition Support

Funds.
° We want to he moved up from Staff Van 2 to Staff Van I and Luti wants his

own Mercedes.
All cables arc hencelòrth deemed letter-perfect and approved on first draft - no
edits. And we'll do them when we're good and ready.
For every day spent in a "stan" we get 4 comp days (with 10 days in the bank to
make up for the trauma of our last visit to Kook-man-istan)

° We vant our own portraits on the airplane, wine bottles and other sundry items.
° Mrs. Rumsfeld conies on all trips to ensure kinder, gentler travel program.

If you agree to our demands within the two hours, we will release your trip cables
unharmed. Aller that, we will burn one every 15 minutes until all records of this
tri1) are destroyed and the world thinks you just took a week-long vacation, (Yeah, we
know no one will believe it. But hope springs eternaIj,

I 'ooking forward to your '7'
'Z4tc--' -

With best wishes, we remain,
Yours (fo

C
i-netter or worse),

The 'rube Dwellers
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